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News Le Havre in the WWA South African service
Relevance : 100%
To cover the citrus season, Hapag-Lloyd enhances its operations in the African continent by updating its West-
Europe-West-Africa (WWA) service and provides a direct service from Durban and Coega to North Europe via Le
Havre.
Published on 29/04/2024 - Updated 30/04/2024

News From wheat… to bioplastic
Relevance : 100%
Two industrial players are joining forces to develop a bio-industrial platform dedicated to green chemistry in Port-
Jérôme-sur-Seine. The announcement of this project, a European first, is good news for the region.
Published on 22/04/2024 - Updated 25/04/2024

News The « chatière », preparatory work continues
Relevance : 100%
On Friday, March 29, 2024, the Rouen Administrative Court gave the go-ahead to HAROPA PORT to continue
preparatory work on the « chatière » project.
Published on 8/04/2024 - Updated 11/04/2024

News Maritime cruises back on track
Relevance : 100%
After a flourishing year in 2023, sea cruise is continuing its dynamic growth! HAROPA PORT and its partners are
pulling out all the stops to welcome a record number of calls in 2024: more than 220 are expected.
Published on 8/04/2024 - Updated 11/04/2024

News The Ane Maerks, methanol-powered container ship, calls at Le Havre
Relevance : 100%
Christened last January in South Korea, the new flagship of the Maersk shipping line is making its maiden voyage in
Northern European ports. The first methanol-powered container ships in a series of 18, the Ane Maersk called at Le
Havre on Saturday, this week-end.
Published on 8/04/2024 - Updated 9/04/2024

News Soon "zero fumes" port calls for Le Havre cruise terminal
Relevance : 100%
Work continues for the quayside electrification! On Thursday February 1, construction’s started for the electrification of
the Le Havre's cruise terminal, which will offer "zero fumes" port calls by 2026.
Published on 1/02/2024 - Updated 13/02/2024

News HAROPA PORT signs up for Paris 2024
Relevance : 100%
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Six months before the opening of the Olympic and Paralympic Games, HAROPA PORT signs a collaboration
agreement with Paris 2024. The aim is to integrate the entire river ecosystem into the organisation and running of the
Games, and to accelerate the energy transition on the Seine. This cooperation…
Published on 1/02/2024 - Updated 22/04/2024

News 2023: HAROPA PORT stays on course and displays growth financial results
Relevance : 100%
In 2023, HAROPA PORT maintains its market share in the northern range, despite a decrease in maritime traffic. With
a turnover of €422 million, up +11%, the port displays solid financial results. The structuring of a green Sequanian
corridor continues, with major installations in new fuels and the…
Published on 29/01/2024 - Updated 17/04/2024

News Drones at port service
Relevance : 100%
In the digital age, drones are carving out a place for themselves in maritime and port sectors. They are revolutionizing
traditional working methods and are used by professionals in their daily operations. Always striving to improve
performance, HAROPA PORT integrates them into its activities.
Published on 16/01/2024 - Updated 13/02/2024

News UAFL includes the port of Le Havre in its new rotation
Relevance : 100%
UAFL (United Africa feeder line) launches a service from Le Havre, as part of its new EuroGulf Service (EGS)
connection.
Published on 16/01/2024 - Updated 19/01/2024

News United Kingdom: MSC bets on Le Havre
Relevance : 100%
MSC has chosen Le Havre as part of the reorganization of its service to Liverpool and the west coast of Scotland
(Liverpool, Portbury and Greenock). The new rotation serves the three ports via Le Havre, whereas the feeder service
previously served Antwerp.
Published on 16/01/2024 - Updated 18/01/2024

News Railsafe, to strengthen freight train safety
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT launches Railsafe in Le Havre. This software package improves parking management of freight trains
and hazardous materials train parking in the heart of the industrial port zone.
Published on 12/01/2024 - Updated 22/01/2024

News Construction starts on « la chatière » at Port 2000
Relevance : 100%
Construction to improve river access to Port 2000 will start in the first half of 2024.This will take place after signature
of the prefectoral decree authorizing construction.
Published on 22/12/2023 - Updated 16/01/2024

News Port digital twin: what’s it all about?
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT is developing a digital twin for ship calls and quayside operations. This tool aims to improve the
safety and efficiency of port operations, as well as the use of associated resources. Read more.
Published on 15/12/2023 - Updated 20/12/2023

News HAROPA PORT draws the smart navigation channel
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT is working on an innovation program around the "smart navigation channel" project, integrating the
latest AI technologies. The aim: to improve navigation on the Seine and imagine tomorrow’s.
Published on 12/12/2023 - Updated 18/12/2023
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News TPO & TNMSC switch to hybrid!
Relevance : 100%
In mid-November, the TiL MSC group’s terminals took delivery of 12 hybrid straddle carriers for Port 2000. With this
delivery, which completes the 24 units already received in 2022/2023, the operator passes the 50% milestone for the
renewal of its straddle carrier fleet in two years.
Published on 11/12/2023 - Updated 18/12/2023

News Low-carbon hydrogen : a new production unit on the Seine axis
Relevance : 100%
On 22 November, HAROPA PORT and VERSO ENERGY, a specialist in renewable energies, signed an agreement to
set up an industrial unit to produce low-carbon hydrogen and synthetic fuels in the HAROPA PORT port area in
Grand-Quevilly. 
The site will be located on land belonging to HAROPA PORT in Grand…
Published on 23/11/2023 - Updated 24/11/2023

News The legacy of the Olympic Games: the challenge of the Seine
Relevance : 100%
For the Olympic and Paralympic Games's organization, France opted for on the Seine! Placed at the heart of the
sporting event, the river must, in the aftermath of the Games, retain its priviledged place in the Paris region’s logistic.
That's why HAROPA PORT is committed to ensuring its long-term…
Published on 21/11/2023 - Updated 28/11/2023

News New large-scale land development at the port of Bruyères-sur-Oise
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT has issued a call for declarations of interest for a 5.8 hectares plot of land ideally located at the port
of Bruyères-sur-Oise (Val d'Oise). The purpose is to measure and qualify the interest in making available a plot of land
located upstream from the platform.
Published on 15/11/2023 - Updated 21/11/2023

News HAROPA PORT and the port authority of Kribi now partners
Relevance : 100%
On the sidelines of the IAPH World Ports Conference, HAROPA PORT and the port authority of Kribi signed a
partnership agreement. Objective: to promote cooperation between the two ports to strengthen trade.
Published on 8/11/2023
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